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and deadlines
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Exoplanet Virtual Talk Calendar

The NASA Exoplanet Science Institute (NExScI) is now maintaining a
monthly calendar of exoplanet talks.  This could be a great way for a
speaker and/or a department to make a broader impact in the
exoplanet community in today’s world. If your institution is
interested, please have your department’s colloquium organizer or
appropriate designee fill out the  Google form on the NExScI
website.   Once approved, the talk will appear on our  Virtual
Exoplanet Talk website and listed in our Google calendar.

https://nexsci.caltech.edu/missions/remote_exoplanets.shtml

Submit to the NExSS Publication Bulletin 

Have you published a paper on your NExSS-related research lately that
you'd like to share with the entire community? Submit its information
to the NExSS Publication Bulletin! Send the title, author(s), the DOI /
arXiv information (if available), a 1 sentence summarizing your results,
and a 1 sentence summarizing the relevance of your work to NExSS to
Denise Gosé at gosed@arizona.edu

You can also put links to your work in the #publications channel in the
NExSS Slack workspace. Happy sciencing!

2021 Sagan Summer Workshop
July 19–23, 2021

The 2021 Sagan Summer Workshop will focus on young planets
and the circumstellar disks from which they form during the first
few million years of a star's lifetime.  The workshop will address
key questions about the formation and evolution of planets and
their potential habitability. The 2021 workshop will be fully virtual.
It is hosted by the The NASA Exoplanet Science Institute,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA.

For more information on the workshop, please visit this link.

HabWorlds 2021 Abstracts now available on ADS!

The abstracts from the HabWorlds 2021 workshop are now fully online! They are

indexed on ADS and accessible at this link. 
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe12L6iSIejpZORnotXHTkr32iS06Bnumq37IRY30N4o7I9GA/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe12L6iSIejpZORnotXHTkr32iS06Bnumq37IRY30N4o7I9GA/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1
https://nexsci.caltech.edu/workshop/2021/
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/search/p_=0&q=bibcode%3A%222021BAAS...53c*%22&sort=date%20desc%2C%20bibcode%20desc


Short Stories about 

NExSS Events

The Network for Life Detection (NFoLD) and NExSS research coordination networks

are hosting a joint virtual workshop on biosignature standards of evidence and

reporting protocols from July 19-22, 2021. The workshop will include 3 working days

of discussion and writing and 1 break day during this time frame.

Workshop attendees will discuss the process needed to increase scientific

confidence in biosignature detections, and how to best convey this continuum of

confidence to a broader audience. The workshop will also initiate a discussion on

community biosignature detection reporting protocols. The overall goal of the

workshop will be to produce community guidelines for biosignature detection,

which will be submitted for publication. 

Attendance is open to the broader scientific research, publishing and journalism

communities.

Registration: To accommodate a global audience the Standards of Evidence

workshop will have a main session each day at 12:00 noon to 5:00 pm EST as well as

two abbreviated satellite sessions available for those attending in European or

Pacific Rim time zones. Click this link to apply to attend this workshop.

If you have any questions about the workshop, please contact Vikki Meadows or

Heather Graham (NfoLD Co-Chair).

2
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NfoLD/NExSS Standards of Evidence for Life
Detection Community Workshop

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSerMbrRlDyvWtCp3wPmrvUK7l_WqD1u1NJQBcO1qKkxOuFMdQ/viewform


include the reorganization of information and highlights of NExSS partnerships with

other planetary assessment groups (PAGs) and research coordination networks. This

new website also highlights the different science working groups in NExSS and

gives each of them its own page to advertise upcoming events and post

information. Thanks to SCWG members Alan Jackson and Donny Glaser for their

work on the website's structure and content and to the KnowInnovations team who

brought it to life. You can check it out for yourself now! https://nexss.info/ 
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NExSS Website is
officially re-launched!
After almost a year of work, the

redesigned NExSS website was

officially launched on May 18, 2021.

This updated look is designed to

make NExSS information more

discoverable and shareable across

the internet. Major improvements 

NExSS PI Rory Barnes hosts VPLanet Developers
Workshop
From June 8 to June 11, NExSS PI

Rory Barnes hosted and led the first

VPLanet Developers Workshop.

VPLanet is a Python code built to

model planetary habitability as

accurately as possible. The workshop

was broken down into ~45 minute

lectures followed by discussions and

questions, with ample breaks built-in 

to the schedule. The first day focused on the needs of VPLanet users, while the other

days were geared more for developers. The main contributors to VPLanet v2.0 are:

Rory Barnes, Rodrigo Luger (Flatiron Institute), Russell Deitrick (Bern), Peter Driscoll

(Carnegie Institute of Science), Tom Quinn (U. of Washington), David Fleming (left

academia), Patrick Barth (St. Andrews), and Caitlyn Wilhelm (UW). The lectures are

available for public use at this link!

https://nexss.info/
https://faculty.washington.edu/rkb9/vplanet/Workshop21/


Juneteenth commemorates the day that slavery officially ended in all former

Confederate states. Though the Emancipation Proclamation, the document that freed

enslaved people in the Confederate States, was signed in 1863, it was not until Union

soldiers reached Galveston, Texas on June 19, 1865 that it was enforced in every southern

state. Slavery was officially abolished in the U.S. later that year with the ratification of the

13th amendment. Juneteenth is currently recognized as a ceremonial holiday in 49 states

and at the Federal level as of June 17, 2021. Take time on June 19th to honor the holiday

by reading works by Black writers, listening to lectures by Black scholars who study the

holiday, attending Juneteenth events, and educating yourselves and those around you on

the history of the holiday and its significance.

Juneteenth will soon be celebrated on

Saturday June 19, 2021. In the spirit of

inclusivity and education, we invite every

member of NExSS to learn more about the

history of Juneteenth and engage with efforts

in your community to recognize the holiday

formally. Some resources are provided in this

Google document.
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NExSS Recognizes the Juneteenth Holiday

Celebrate Pride Month!

June is Pride Month! NExSS recognizes and

celebrates the LGBTQIA+ members of our

community, their accomplishments, and their

right to exist as they are.  NExSS also

acknowledges the struggle and fight for their

rights, particularly in light of the anti-LGBT

policies currently being advanced in many places.

Many NASA centers and universities are hosting a

series of panels, lectures, discussions, and social

The Juneteenth Flag (Commons license)

events. We encourage the members of NExSS to attend some of these events and learn

about the history of Pride Month in the United States, which began in 1969 with the

Stonewall Uprising in Manhattan. You may also purchase a NASA Pride item to show your

support for the LGBTQIA+ community in space science!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lHhvj_i0AQJvOwO3qDFYYI9MLkNB4DL15hd20P7m-eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://shopnasaonline.com/shop/ols/search?keywords=pride&sortOption=descend_by_match


Upon joining NfoLD, I created the NfoLD

Communication and Organizational Team

(NCOT) based upon the SCWG model at NExSS.

NCOT and SCWG will be working together to

create workshops and communication activities

that will benefit all members of both RCNs,

helping us all to promote our science as best we

can! This is an incredibly exciting opportunity to

leverage the power of two RCNs and really

boost our science within the astrobiology and

life detection communities, and to let the public

see the exciting work that we’re doing. We

finally have the technological capabilities to

directly explore the bodies within our Solar

System and to observe and characterize

exoplanets around distant Stars, giving our

generation a real chance at being the first to

discover signs of life beyond Earth. Working

together, we can figure out how best to realize

this dream, and I look forward to meeting and

getting to know all of along the way. 

Hello, NExSS! I am Bradley Burcar and I am a

new NASA Postdoctoral Management Program

Fellow working for the Laboratory for Agnostic

Biosignatures (LAB) and supporting a fellow

RCN, the Network for Life Detection (NfoLD). I

am a prebiotic chemist who just finished a

post doc at the Center for Chemical Evolution

at Georgia Tech. I received my PhD from

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Chemistry,

and did my undergraduate work at Michigan

Technological University. My research has

focused on the incorporation of phosphate in

prebiotic environments and how this could

lead to the formation of information carrying

polymers. Figuring out how information can be

conserved and passed onto future generations

is of fundamental importance to the origins of

life, and I’ve dreamed of solving this mystery

that has plagued the community for decades!
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Introducing NfoLD's NPMP

 Dr. Bradley Burcar!

Dr. Bradley Burcar is the new NfoLD NASA
Postdoctoral Management Program
Fellow. He will be working with NExSS
NPMP Dr. Jessica Noviello on some joint
NfoLD-NExSS ventures. Here's a short
introduction to who he is!

 Right: Dr. Burcar and family

watches the partial solar

eclipse in 2017

Left: Dr. Burcar at a

science communications

workshop. 



The NExSS Technosignatures science working group

hosted the first Technosignatures webinar on June 3,

2021. This event drew over 135 people via Zoom for a

4 hour series of long lectures and group discussions.

The purpose of this webinar was to introduce

technosignatures to a wider audience and draw

parallels between techno- and biosignatures in both

what they are and how we as scientists search for

them. What was unexpected, at least for this

attendee, was how much the discussion of

technosignatures considered the history of human

civilization and human nature itself. 

After a brief introduction by Adam Frank and Dawn

Gelino, the webinar began with a long talk by Jason

Wright that introduced technosignatures to the

audience: what they are, how they’ve been studied in

the past, and where the search for them is heading.

Wright explained that it’s because the universe is so

large and because there are so many parameters to

consider that we haven’t yet found any signals from

alien civilizations. The analogy he gave was if the

parameter space of technosignature exploration

were the oceans on Earth, all we’ve searched so far

amounts to a hot tub’s worth of space. 

Despite the enormity of future searches, Wright

emphasized that finding no technosignatures does

not mean that there was no progress. Much of the

work done on potential biosignatures was done in

laboratories and model simulations that

complemented the observational research. Looking

to what biosignatures have done is a good

framework for how to think about the search for

technosignatures, and suggests where further

progress may be. Wright ended by stating that

technosignatures may be more robust and abundant

as a sign of intelligent life than most biosignatures

than previously thought, and are therefore worthy of

attention and study.

Bruce Macintosh gave the next talk of the webinar,

which focused on the role that light emitted from

the solar system could play in our search for

technosignatures. The light from a planet could be

diagnostic of its technologic state. Macintosh

demonstrated that the light from a laser or even a

satellite constellation might be detectable as future

telescopes start making observations. Those

technosignatures would look fundamentally different

from more typical atmospheric signatures, even if

those atmospheres are polluted or have uncertain
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Technosignatures Science

Working Group Webinar Recap
By Jessica Noviello

A screenshot from Bruce Macintosh's talk

A screenshot from Jason Wright's talk



A still from Niki Parenteau's talk where she explains the value of

extremophile in situ studies
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chemistries. The discussion of this talk wondered

about what signals people on Earth might have put

out (including how and why older satellite

constellations would actually be brighter than new

systems) and what the potential of future technology

could be. 

The third talk was delivered by Niki Parenteau, who

provided an excellent overview of biosignatures: what

they are, what creates them, and how we can best

detect them. A biosignature “consists of substances,

structures, patterns, or processes, or ensembles of

these features, that indicate the current or former

presence of life.” Parenteau explained to the

audience present that detectable biosignatures

could include more than just gases in the

atmosphere. We can expand our search to others

such as the red edge of vegetation (vegetation’s rapid

change in reflectance in the near-infrared range of

the electromagnetic spectrum), polarization due to

chiral molecules, and non-photosynthetic pigments.

According to Parenteau, where the biggest gaps are

in biosignature research is what the reflectance

spectra are of organisms that may be found in

exoplanet atmospheres. We get this information by

studying the reflectance spectra of extremophile

organisms. As life is a product of its environment via

its response evolutionary pressures, learning about

life teaches about past or present environments (and

planets). Parenteau also reminded us that

habitability is much more than just the stability of

liquid water—key elements, energy, and appropriate

temperature and pressure conditions matter just as

much. If we are to look for life on exoplanets, we

need to consider the entire planet as a whole, not

just individual parts. The joint NExSS-NfoLD

workshop in late July will help address these

questions further.

A screenshot from David Kipping's technosignatures talk, in

which he explains the temporal signals we may encounter in

our search for technosignatures and the biases we'll have to

reconcile

Parenteau also encouraged us to search for more

agnostic signals of life, including while searching in

our own solar system and especially because NExSS

is made up of people with different scientific

backgrounds. DNA, while critically important on

Earth, is an Earth-based product. Instead, we might

say we are searching for a general “information-

bearing polymer.” 

David Kipping gave the final talk of the webinar

series, which argued that not only should we

consider the spatial distribution of potential life in

the universe, but the temporal variation as well. One

of the reasons technosignatures may be less likely to

be detected is because a civilization will never be as

long-lasting as life itself on that planet, and thus

there is a relatively small window of time where

technosignatures would be produced. There have

been major civilizations on Earth that are now gone,

so it is not hard to imagine that similar social

processes may be at work on other planets. 



Kipping was clear to say that an older civilization is

not more likely to be detected just because it’s older,

but because there are probably more of them in

existence because of their ages. On the other hand,

younger civilizations may be more likely to be in

disequilibrium with their natural environments, and

thus their unintentional technosignatures (e.g., waste

heat) may be more visible to us. Searching for

technosignatures at a time where there happen to

be a higher number of advanced civilizations would

also increase the likelihood of finding a techno-

signature, purely by chance. These are examples of

the temporal bias that inherently exists in the search

for technosignatures.

While the talks were being delivered, the Zoom chat

was peppered with questions about what kind of

technosignatures would be emitted by a civilization

that learned better resource utilization than we have,

or civilizations that didn’t have a colonization period.

Wright himself brought up the idea that

technosignature sites might be more common than

biosignature sites because technology can spread as

a result of exploration. Even in our solar system, he

argued, there is only one known planet with life, but

two planets with active technology (Earth and Mars)

that may be detectable at interstellar distances.

Attendees also wondered how we might tell the

difference in signals between an extinct and an

extant civilization. Kipping echoed this message in

his talk, especially when talking about what kind of 
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message a civilization might leave behind in a time

capsule. (Side note: the Arch Mission is actually

doing that now for humans.)

If we are to find technosignatures one day, then we

must have a best guess as to what they are, and

therefore how they are made, which is a function of

the civilizations making them. To fully address these

questions, we in NExSS must actively involve

anthropologists, historians, and social scientists who

have a background in how humans interact with

each other and their environments. For me, this

means we must seriously consider all of humanity’s

past to guide our future searches and tackle one of

the biggest questions of all: what does it means to

be human? 

A screenshot of Jason Wright during the discussion of what

technosignatures are and how to best search for

technosignatures in the future

Another still from David Kipping's talk, this one considering

the length of civilizations on Earth and intelligence in general

Did you miss the

Technosignatures Webinar?

Watch the recording on the

Technosignatures Science

Working Group page on the

NExSS website or on the NExSS

YouTube channel! 

https://www.archmission.org/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI68LsjaP88AIVWh-tBh3XkwQ_EAAYASAAEgKmQPD_BwE
https://nexss.info/technosignatures/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kCfv-JDwz9k


The recent selection of two Venus missions in NASA’s

Discovery program, DAVINCI and VERITAS, has been

a long-awaited moment for many in the planetary

science community. The last NASA mission to Venus

(Magellan) launched in 1989, and no mission has

entered the Venus atmosphere in over 30 years.

Although Venus is Earth’s nearest neighbor, major

questions linger about this cryptic and enshrouded

world, and scientists are clamoring for more data.

How did Venus form and evolve in comparison to

Earth and Mars? Was Venus ever habitable, as hinted

at by isotopic signatures in its atmosphere? If it was

habitable, for how long? What can Venus teach us

about the processes that drive the evolution of

climates on terrestrial planets? What can we learn

from Venus about similar exoplanets? The new

missions aim to target these mysteries and more. 

I first came to Venus research as a graduate student

at the University of Washington. Despite its thick

shroud of clouds, a surprising fact about Venus is that

its surface and lower atmosphere can be remotely

observed by telescopes on Earth. Radiation from

beneath Venus’ clouds can escape to space in near-

infrared “spectral windows” in between strong CO2 
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Exploring our nearest neighbor

and H2O absorption bands. Point a telescope at the

night side of Venus, and this highly scattered thermal

emission can be seen trickling into space. With my

PhD advisor, Dr. Victoria Meadows, we peered

through these spectral windows to glimpse the deep

atmosphere below the clouds, measuring and

mapping trace gases: H2O, CO, SO2, OCS, and HCl. It

was eye-opening to see firsthand how dynamic the

Venus atmosphere is – patterns of gases shifted on a

nightly basis. The data pointed plainly to a changing

and surprising atmosphere, governed by processes

we still do not completely understand. 

Now at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center, I serve

as one of the Deputy Principal Investigators (DPIs) of

the new DAVINCI mission (led by PI James Garvin

and with fellow DPI Stephanie Getty, NASA GSFC). I

am thrilled that both DAVINCI and a highly

complementary orbital mission, VERITAS (led by PI

Sue Smrekar, JPL, with DPI Darby Dyar, PSI/Mount

Holyoke College, and Associate DPI Jenny Whitten,

Tulane U), were selected to fly to Venus later this

decade. Somehow, it seems cosmically appropriate

that Earth’s sister planet should be visited by sister

missions that will paint a comprehensive new view of

Venus from above and from within the atmosphere. 

By Giada Arney

Image credit of the DAVINCI+ Mission and Giada Arney
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The DAVINCI mission is scheduled to launch in 2029.

It will take advantage of two flybys of Venus for UV

and IR remote observations before it drops a probe

into the atmosphere roughly two years after launch.

During the hour-long descent, the probe will make

hundreds of measurements of key gas species. These

include the D/H ratio (the ratio of deuterium to

hydrogen) that has been interpreted as evidence of

possible lost oceans, and noble gases, which are inert

and therefore serve as undisturbed artifacts

recording Venus history. A student collaboration

experiment carried aboard the probe will measure

atmospheric oxygen and engage dozens of students

throughout the mission lifecycle. 

The DAVINCI probe will descend over a fascinating

region of Venus called Alpha Regio, which is a type of

geological feature known as a tessera. Tesserae are

highly deformed highland regions unique to Venus in

the Solar System, and some planetary scientists have

interpreted them to be older than the surrounding

volcanic plains. Alpha Regio is a compelling target

because remote observations indicate it may be

composed of iron-poor (i.e. felsic) rocks. Felsic rocks

would be surprising to find on Venus because, at

least on Earth, they form through water-rock

interactions and continent-building processes. Thus,

their existence on Venus may suggest more clement

past conditions. A downward-pointing sapphire

window at the bottom of the probe will provide an

eye to measure up to meter-scale topography and

surface composition of Alpha Regio, complementing

the global view provided by the VERITAS orbiter

above. Thus, these missions will help us discover

whether remnants of a past habitable era are hidden

in plain sight on the surface of Venus. 

The intersection of exoplanet and solar system

research is one of the most exciting and dynamic

areas of planetary science, and Venus has a key role

to play in helping us decode observations of planets

the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will soon

be targeting. JWST is poised to launch this fall, and

many of its best terrestrial targets may be Venus-like.

Indeed, JWST is biased towards observing hotter

planets (rather than cooler habitable zone targets)

because their smaller orbits mean they transit their

stars more frequently. Yet when anticipating the

challenges of exoplanet observations, it is sobering to

consider how much we still do not understand about

Earth’s nearest neighbor. The wealth of detailed data

from solar system bodies will be invaluable to

validate and constrain the models we use to interpret

observations of exoplanets, and Venus will be

particularly informative for the types of hot terrestrial

planets JWST can observe most readily. Most

excitingly of all, if we discover Venus really was

habitable in the past, the processes governing its

evolution may help redefine the boundaries of

habitability as we search for life beyond the solar

system. Some of the so-called “Venus Zone”

exoplanets that will be targeted by JWST might even

be habitable themselves. 

Look towards the western sky shortly after sunset to

see the Venus glimmering close to the horizon. She

will be visible in the evening sky for most of the rest

of this year, and even the most novice stargazer

couldn’t miss her; after the Sun and the Moon, Venus

is the brightest body to grace our skies. After all our

years of wondering and wishing, DAVINCI and

VERITAS will provide new answers to long-standing

mysteries of Earth’s enigmatic sister, and they will

weave a new tapestry of connections to worlds

beyond our solar system.

Is it just me, or is Venus shining a little bit brighter

these days? 
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Stay tuned for the second Exoplanets in our Backyard

meeting, planned for late 2022! 

NASA/JPL-Caltech
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Exoplanet Cartoons
By Stephen Kane



Do you want to hone your skills in science communication
in a supportive group environment?

 
Do you want to network with people across NExSS teams?

 
Do you want to share your point of view with the

exoplanet community?

Do you like
#SciComm?

Then join the NExSS Science
Communications Working Group!
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Contact Jessica Noviello:
jessica.noviello@nasa.gov
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